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Abstract
Some new symmetry theorems are presented which simplify the task of designing multiple-pulse radio-frequency pulse
sequences in magic-angle-spinning solid-state NMR. The symmetry theorems apply to sequences denoted R Nnn , which
consists of N repetitions of a pulse sequence element R, alternating in phase between the values "pnrN. Each R element
ideally rotates the spins by an angle p about the rotating frame x-axis. The entire R Nnn sequence is timed to span n
rotational periods. Applications are presented for homonuclear double-quantum and zero-quantum recoupling, heteronuclear
decoupling and heteronuclear recoupling. q 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Magic-angle-spinning ŽMAS. is an essential technique in the NMR of disordered solids. The sample
is rotated rapidly about an axis subtending the ‘magic
angle’ tany1 '2 with respect to the main field, in
order to increase the sensitivity and resolution by
averaging out chemical shift anisotropies ŽCSA. and
through-space dipole–dipole couplings. In many
cases, the magic-angle rotation is accompanied by
resonant radio-frequency Žrf. fields, in order to enhance the averaging effect of the sample rotation, or
sometimes to inhibit it. For example, in heteronuclear decoupling w1–5x, the rf fields are applied at
the Larmor frequency of one spin species in order to
)
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reduce their influence on a second spin species,
whose signal is observed. In the case of recoupling
w6–17x, the rf fields restore the effect of the dipolar
couplings by the magic angle rotation over a limited
time interval. This makes it possible to estimate
spin-spin distances w11–16x and to excite multiple
quantum coherencies w6–10,18,19x.
The design of rf pulse sequences in the presence
of sample rotation is a complex problem with many
possible solutions. Our group has exploited symmetry arguments in order to simplify this task. In
previous papers w2,7,10x we have proposed sequences
based on a symmetry denoted in general C Nnn . The
symmetry class of the sequence is specified by three
symmetry numbers N, n and n , which are integers.
Such sequences have the following properties: Ži.
they are based on a rf pulse sequence element denoted C, which is a rf cycle, meaning that the rf
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fields return the irradiated spins to their initial states
in the absence of other interactions; Žii. the duration
of each C element is given by t C s ntrrN, where
tr sN 2prv r N is the rotational period of the sample
and v r is the angular spinning frequency. This
implies that N contiguous C elements span exactly n
rotational periods; Žiii. the phases of consecutive
elements differ by the angle 2pnrN, i.e. C Nnn s
ŽC 0 .f ŽC 0 .f . . . ŽC 0 .f
where the phases of the
0
1
Ny 1
elements are f q s 2p qnrN.
In Ref. w2x, we showed that the symmetry C Nnn
implies the following selection rules for the components of the average Hamiltonian w20x:

Ž1.
Ž1.
H2122
and H2y12y2
. As a result, these sequences
provide CSA-compensated double-quantum homonuclear dipolar recoupling.
In addition, a set of symmetries, including C12 12 ,
may be used for heteronuclear decoupling in the
presence of MAS w2x. These symmetries eliminate all
terms of the form H2Ž1.m1 m , retaining some homonuclear dipole–dipole coupling terms of the form
H2Ž1.m2 m , and allowing a relatively small number of
heteronuclear cross terms H 2Ž2.m 2 1 m 2 ;2 m 1 1 m 1 and
H2Ž2.m 2 2 m 2 ;2 m 11 m 1.

2. New pulse sequence symmetries
HlŽ1.
if
m lm s 0

mn y mn / NZ ,

Ž 1.

HlŽ2.
s0
2 m 2 l 2 m 2 ;l 1 m 1l 1m 1

°m n y m n / NZ
1

if

~

1

and
m 2 n y m 2 n / NZ
and
Ž m 2 q m1 . n y Ž m 2 q m 1 . n / NZ

Ž 2.

¢

where Z is any integer, l refers to the spatial rotational rank and l indicates the rank with respect to
rotations of the spin polarizations by the resonant rf
field. The component indices m and m take values
m s yl,y l q 1, . . . , ql and m s yl,y l q 1, . . . ,
ql. The average Hamiltonian terms are defined in
Ref. w2x.
The spin interactions are conveniently classified
according to their ranks l and l. For example, the
isotropic chemical shift has l s 0, l s 1; the chemical shift anisotropy ŽCSA. and heteronuclear dipolar
coupling both have l s 2, l s 1; the homonuclear
through-space dipolar coupling has l s 2, l s 2; the
homonuclear J-coupling has l s 0, l s 0. All terms
with l s 2 and m s 0 vanish for the case of exact
magic angle spinning. Explicit expressions for the
terms are given in Ref. w1x.
The selection rules Ž1. and Ž2. may be used to
construct rotor-synchronized pulse sequences with
desirable properties. For example, the symmetries
C721 w7–9x, C75y1 w9,10x, C71y3 and C144y5 w10x suppress all HlŽ1.
m lm terms with 0 - l ( 2 except for

In this Letter, we report a new class of symmetrical rotor-synchronized pulse sequences, denoted
R Nnn . These sequences are constructed as follows: Ži.
Select a pulse sequence element R, which rotates
resonant spins by p around the x-axis, in the absence of other interactions. This element has an
idealized propagation operator of the form:
UR s exp Ž yip S x . ,

Ž 3.

where S x is the x angular momentum operator of the
irradiated spin species. In practice, R is equal to a
single p pulse or a composite p pulse, as in solution-state heteronuclear decoupling w21x. Žii. Choose
an appropriate ratio of rf field to spinning frequency
so that the duration of R is equal to t R s ntrrN,
where N is an even integer. Žiii. Derive the sequence
RX by changing the sign of all rf phases in R. Note
that R and RX are identical if they only employ
phase-shifts equal to integer multiples of p . Živ.
Concatenate R and RX elements in a phase-shifted
alternating sequence of the form:
R Nnn s Ž R . f Ž RX . yf Ž R . f Ž RX . yf . . . Ž RX . yf ,

Ž 4.

where

pn
fs

N

.

Ž 5.

The entire sequence of Nr2 contiguous RRX pairs
spans exactly n rotational periods. The phase alternation in Eq. Ž4. resembles the two-pulse phase modulated ŽTPPM. sequences used in heteronuclear de-
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coupling w5x. This relationship will be explored further below.
In a forthcoming publication, we show that R Nnn
symmetry implies the following selection rules for
the average Hamiltonian terms:
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presses all HlŽ1.
m l m terms with 0 - l ( 2, except for
Ž1.
Ž1.
H212y2
and H2y122
. This leads to an average
Hamiltonian of the form:
H Ž1. s

jk
q v jk) T22jk . ,
Ý Ž v jk T2y2

Ž 8.

j-k

HlŽ1.
if
m lm s 0

mn y mn /

N
2

Zl ,

Ž 6.

HlŽ2.
s0
2 m 2 l 2 m 2 ;l 1 m 1l 1m 1

°m n y m n / N Z
1

1

2

l1

and

~

if m 2 n y m 2 n /

N
2

Ž 7.

Zl 2

and
N

¢Ž m q m . n y Ž m q m . n / 2 Z
2

1

2

1

l 2 q l1

The symbol Zl indicates any integer with the
same parity as l, i.e. if l is odd, then Zl is any odd
integer; if l is even, then Zl is any even integer,
including zero.
If the individual R elements only involve phase
shifts in multiples of p Žamplitude modulation., then
rf inhomogeneity terms may also be embedded in the
selection rules Ž6. and Ž7. by using a term with
l s 0, l s even and m s "1. The following discussion assumes amplitude modulated R elements
throughout.
The R Nnn selection rules Ž6. and Ž7. are similar
but not identical to the C Nnn selection rules Ž1. and
Ž2.. In particular, the R Nnn selection rules depend on
the spin rotational rank l, while the C Nnn selection
rules do not. This allows R Nnn sequences to discriminate between spin interactions on the basis of the
parity of the spin rotational rank l, which creates
many new possibilities.

3. Double-quantum homonuclear recoupling
The selection rules Ž6. and Ž7. may be used to
design pulse sequences which accomplish chemical
shift compensated double quantum homonuclear recoupling. For example, the symmetry R14 62 sup-

where T2jk" 2 are second-rank spin operators for the
interaction between spins j and k and the magnitude
< v jk < is independent of the Euler angle g MR , representing the orientation of the molecules in the rotorfixed frame w7,8x. This leads to the same basic
properties as for the C721-based sequences, including
the maximum double-quantum filtering efficiency of
73% w7x. The choice of the element R is entirely free
within the constraint of Eq. Ž3. and must be chosen
according to the magnitude of the symmetry-allowed
interactions and robustness with respect to resonance
offsets. So far, we have explored the element R0 s
Žpr2. 0 Ž3pr2.p , which is relatively simple and
broadband. Written explicitly, the R14 62 sequence is
given by:
R14 62 s  Ž 90 . 77 .1 Ž 270 . 257.1 Ž 90 . 282.9 Ž 270 . 102.9 4

7

Ž 9.
Žusing degrees to denote flip angles and phases.,
where each pr2 pulse has a duration trr28, and the
rf amplitude corresponds to a nutation frequency
equal to 7 times the spinning frequency. The superscript 7 on the right hand side of Eq. Ž9. indicates 7
repetitions of the bracketed elements, spanning a
total of 2 rotational periods. The rf amplitude requirements of this sequence are exactly the same as
for implementations of C721 employing the standard
cycles C s Ž360. 0 Ž360.180 w7x or C s Ž90. 0 Ž360.180
Ž270. 0 w8x. The dipole–dipole scaling factor of the
R14 62 sequence, as defined in Ref. w10x, is given by
< k < s 0.172, which is slightly larger than that of the
C721 sequences, < k < s 0.155 w10x.
In Fig. 1 we use numerical simulations to compare the performances of R14 62 with two implementations of the C721 sequence w7,8x and the CMR7
supercycle proposed by Rienstra et al. w9x. The simulation parameters are typical for a pair of directlybonded olefinic 13 C sites, at a magnetic field of 9.4
T and a spinning frequency v rr2p s 5.5 kHz.
Fig. 1a shows the predicted double-quantum filtering Ž2QF. efficiency, as defined in Ref. w8x, as a
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Fig. 1. Simulated double-quantum filtering Ž2QF. efficiencies of
four different recoupling sequences, using parameters corresponding to w2,3- 13 C 2 x-diammonium fumarate at a magnetic field of 9.4
T and a spinning frequency of v r r2p s 5.5 kHz. The dipole–dipole coupling was b IS r2p sy3350 Hz. The CSA tensors of the
two sites were assumed to have the same principal axis system,
with the least shielded axis in the HCCH plane and perpendicular
to the C–C bond and with the most shielded axis perpendicular to
this plane w35x. The CSA parameters for both sites Ždeshielding
convention. were d aniso s94.17 ppm, h s 0.59. Ža. 2QF efficiency as a function of resonance offset. The simulations used the
nominal rf amplitude, corresponding to the 13 C nutation frequency
nom
N vnut
r2p N s 38.5 kHz. Žb. 2QF efficiency using on-resonance
S
nom
irradiation against vnut
r vnut
, i.e. the ratio of the rf field amplitude to its nominal value, at zero resonance offset. The duration of
2Q excitation and reconversion intervals were optimized for each
sequence individually and were 364 ms ŽPOSTC7, C7 and R14 62 .
and 519 ms ŽCMR7..

function of the offset of the 13 C carrier from the
isotropic shift frequency Žwhich is the same for the
two sites.. As may be seen, R14 62 and POST-C7 w8x
are significantly better than the others, with R14 62
having a slightly higher simulated efficiency. The
CMR7 sequence w9x performs rather poorly with this
parameter set, presumably because it is not very
robust with respect to chemical shift anisotropy.
Fig. 1b shows the simulated performance of the
sequences when the rf amplitude is varied. The C7
sequence is highly robust with respect to this parameter, since each C element is internally-compensated
for rf errors. The R14 62 sequence is more sensitive to
the setting of the rf field, but is still quite tolerant to
variations in the range "5%. The R14 62 sequence
employs phase shifts of "77.18 between consecutive
R elements, implying that adjacent pairs of R elements have nearly opposite phases and combine to
achieve an approximate internal compensation for rf
field errors. In addition, the R14 62 symmetry eliminates all cross-terms between rf-inhomogeneity and
chemical shifts, in the case of amplitude-modulated
R elements. The insensitivity of R14 62 with respect
to chemical shift anisotropy may be understood
by examining the structure of the higher order
terms. Analysis of the selection rule Ž7. shows that
there are 16 symmetry-allowed terms of the type
H2Ž2.m 2 1 m 2 ;2 m 1 2 m 2 ŽCSA = DD cross terms. for R14 62 ,
while there are 54 such terms for C721.
These good features have been borne out by
experiments. Fig. 2 shows experimental 2QF efficiencies for diammonium w2,3- 13 C 2 x-fumarate, at a
field of 9.4 T and a spinning frequency of N v rr2p
Ns 5.5 kHz. The double quantum filtration experiment was implemented as described in Ref. w7x, but
using a R14 62 sequence instead of a C721 sequence.
The 13 C nutation frequency during recoupling was
38.5 kHz in all experiments. The 1 H decoupling field
corresponded to a nutation frequency of 110 kHz
during the recoupling sequences. As may be seen,
the R14 62 sequence gives a slightly higher 2Q filtering efficiency than POST-C7 under optimal conditions. The experimental maximum double-quantum
efficiency is 50%, which is respectable for a compound with large CSA at a reasonably high magnetic
field.
Fig. 2b shows that the R14 62 sequence is also
more robust than POST-C7 with respect to rf ampli-
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R1412 , R12 12 , R12 25 , R1445 , R1442 . A total of 14 inequivalent symmetries has been found in the range
N ( 20,n ( 5. All of these solutions are compensated
for CSA, isotropic chemical shifts and rf inhomogeneity, to first order in the average Hamiltonian and
eliminate all second-order cross terms involving CSA
and rf inhomogeneity. There are no C Nnn sequences
which have these properties on the basis of symmetry alone. Simulations indicate that the sequence
R12 52 with R s Ž60. 0 Ž300.180 Ž60. 0 w22x is also very
promising. Solutions such as R1445 are likely to
allow operation at very high spinning frequency.

4. Recoupling of CSA and heteronuclear dipolar
interactions
The chemical shift anisotropy interaction may be
recoupled by engineering an average Hamiltonian of
the form
j
y v j) T11j . ,
H Ž1. s Ý Ž v j T1y1

Ž 10 .

j

Fig. 2. Experimental 13 C 2QF efficiencies for a powder of 99%
labelled w2,3- 13 C 2 x-diammonium fumarate at a magnetic field of
9.4 T and a spinning frequency v r r2p s 5.5 kHz, using a filled
4 mm zirconia rotor and a Chemagnetic Infinity-400 spectrometer.
The 13 C and 1 H rf amplitudes during the recoupling sequences
S
corresponded to nutation frequencies of N vnut
r2p N s 38.5 kHz
I
and N vnut
r2p N s110 kHz, respectively. The duration of excitation and reconversion intervals were 364 ms for both POSTC7 and
R14 62 . Ža. 2QF efficiency as a function of resonance offset. Žb.
2QF efficiency as a function of the rf amplitude at zero resonance
offset.

tude changes, under these conditions. This behavior
does not correlate well with the simulated predictions in Fig. 1b, and is not well understood at
present.
There are numerous other solutions for CSA-compensated double quantum recoupling, including

where T1j" 1 are single-quantum irreducible spherical
tensors of rank 1 and v j is proportional to the
chemical shift anisotropy of spin j. In addition, it is
desirable that the magnitude of the recoupled interaction is independent of the Euler angle g MR . This type
of average Hamiltonian may be engineered, at the
same time as first-order suppression of homonuclear
dipole–dipole coupling terms, isotropic chemical
shifts and rf inhomogeneity terms, by using symmey4
tries such as R10 13 , R1817, R14 32 , R10y1
3 , R12 5 . All
of these symmetries suppress all relevant first-order
Ž1.
Ž1.
terms except H221y1
and H2y211
. In total, 18 inn
equivalent R Nn symmetries have been found with
N ( 20 and n ( 5. These sequences are likely to be
useful for measuring the magnitudes of CSA tensors
in heavily-labelled systems.
These same sequences may be used for recoupling
heteronuclear dipolar interactions, if they are only
applied to one of the spin species. If the species I is
irradiated, the recoupled Hamiltonian has the form
j
H Ž1. s Ý Ž v j T1y1
y v j) T11j .

j

q

j
y v jk) T11j . Sk z ,
Ý Ž v jk T1y1

j-k

Ž 11 .
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where it is assumed that spins j are of species I and
spins k are of species S. Observation of the S-spin
signal in the presence of R Nnn irradiation on species
I, followed by Fourier transformation, reveals a splitting due to the recoupled IS interactions.
Some preliminary results for the sequence R1817,
with R s Ž180. 0 , are shown in Fig. 3. Written
explicitly, the pulse sequence is
9

R1817 s  Ž 180 . 70 Ž 180 . y70 4 ,

Ž 12 .

where the superscript indicates 9 repetitions of the
bracketed elements. The entire sequence of 18 Ž180. 0
pulses spans exactly one rotational period. Fig. 3a
shows a 13 C spectrum of 98% -w2- 13 C ,15 Nx-Lalanine, with the signal acquired in the presence of
repetitive R1817 sequences applied at the 1 H Larmor
frequency. The 1 H nutation frequency was 90 kHz.
The spectrum displays a clear three-peak structure,
with the frequency separation of the outer compo-

nents being 6.6 kHz. This splitting is due to recoupling of the heteronuclear interaction between the
a – 13 C and the attached proton during the acquisition
of the 13 C signal. The central peak may be attributed
to the simultaneous recoupling of the 1 H chemical
shift anisotropy, which causes a partial decoupling
effect for some molecular orientations w14x. The
spectrum is in reasonable agreement with explicit
spin dynamical simulations of an isolated 1 H– 13 C
system ŽFig. 3b. using the COMPUTE algorithm
w23x.
We are currently exploring the applicability of
these sequences for heteronuclear distance measurements w11,12,14,15x, heteronuclear polarization transfer and multiple-quantum geometry determinations
w16,24–27x.
It is also possible to recouple heteronuclear dipolar interactions by combining C511 symmetry with
frequency-switched Lee – Goldburg irradiation
w12,28x.

5. Heteronuclear decoupling

Fig. 3. Ža. Experimental 13 C-MAS spectrum of 98% w2- 13 C,15 NxL-alanine at 9.4 T and a spinning frequency v r r2p s10.0 kHz.
The 13 C magnetization was cross-polarized from the 1 H spins and
the NMR signal acquired in the presence of a R1817 sequence
applied to the protons, with a pulse element R s Ž180. 0 . The 6.6
kHz splitting between the two outer peaks is due to the recoupled
13
C– 1 H dipolar interaction. Žb. Numerically exact simulation of
the 13 C spectrum of an isolated 13 C– 1 H system, using a direct
C–H coupling of b IS r2p sy20.9 kHz. The CSA of the 1 H site
was assumed to be d aniso s1.25 ppm, with h s 0 and with the
principal axis aligned along the C–H bond.

In a recent paper w2x, we applied C Nnn sequences
to the problem of heteronuclear decoupling. The
C Nnn sequences provide good heteronuclear decoupling if the symmetry numbers N, n and n are
chosen such that Ži. there are no symmetry-allowed
terms of the form H2Ž1.m1 m ; Žii. some terms of the
form H2Ž1.m2 m are symmetry allowed; Žiii. the number
of terms of the form H 2Ž2.
and
m 2 1 m 2 ;2 m 1 1 m 1
H2Ž2.m 2 1 m 2 ;2 m 1 2 m 1 is minimized. These conditions correspond to: Ži. first order IS decoupling; Žii. first
order II recoupling w2x; Žiii. minimization of second
order I = IS and II = IS cross terms. Sequences with
appropriate properties include C N21, with N 0 11. In
particular, the sequence C12 12 was found to have
similar decoupling performance to TPPM w5x and
performs consistently better than unmodulated rf irradiation Ž‘continuous wave’ or ‘CW’ decoupling..
Although the decoupling performance of C12 12
may be rationalized within the framework of Eqs. Ž1.
and Ž2., this theory provides no explanation for the
good performance of TPPM, which does not have
C Nnn symmetry. The existing theories of TPPM w4,5x
neglect the rotation of the sample and are of limited
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utility for heteronuclear decoupling in rapidly rotating solids.
TPPM decoupling may be encompassed within
the theory of R Nnn sequences, providing suitable
synchronization conditions exist between the rf pulse
scheme and the sample rotation. For example, the
TPPM scheme pf py f with f s 7.58 corresponds to
the symmetry R2412 , if the rf field is adjusted to
I
provide a nutation frequency vnut
s 6 v r . This corresponds to an I-spin nutation frequency of 90 kHz if
the spinning frequency is 15 kHz. Similarly, the
TPPM sequence pf py f with f s 158 corresponds
to the symmetry R24 22 under the same conditions.
These are reasonable experimental parameters.
Under these synchronization conditions, it is possible to use the symmetry theorems to compare
directly the TPPM sequences R2412 and R24 22 , with
the sequence C12 12 and with unmodulated Ž‘continuous-wave’, CW. decoupling Žwhich corresponds to
R24 02 symmetry.. All sequences use the same rf field
amplitude if the basic element of the sequences are
chosen to be R s p 0 , while the basic element of
the C12 12 sequence is chosen to be C s Ž2p . 0 .
Table 1 shows the results of this analysis. The table
indicates that the principal differences between CW
decoupling and the modulated schemes are: Ži. the
number of I = IS cross terms is reduced, attenuating
the second-order recoupling effects w2,4x; Žii. some of
the first order II coupling terms are restored. There is
some evidence that this effect is also important for
good heteronuclear decoupling w2–4x. Against these
‘good’ effects should be balanced: Žiii. the number
of II = IS cross terms is increased, which has a
negative effect on the decoupling efficiency. Under
most conditions, the beneficial effects Ži. and Žii.
outweigh the detrimental effect Žiii. and lead to
improved decoupling compared to CW.
If the modulated schemes are compared, we see
that C12 12 and R2412 are very similar, except that the
number of symmetry-allowed II = IS cross terms is
much smaller for the rotor-synchronized TPPM sequence R2412 . The TPPM scheme R24 22 appears to be
inferior to C12 12 and R2412 on most counts, except
for the larger number of II terms in H Ž1..
The experimental results shown in Fig. 4 support
this qualitative analysis. The displayed spectra are
for a sample of w2,3- 13 C 2 x-L-alanine at a magnetic
field of 9.4 T and a spinning frequency of 13 kHz.

211

Fig. 4. Experimental 13 C spectra of 99% w2,3- 13 C 2 x-L-alanine at
9.4 T and a spinning frequency v r r2p s13.0 kHz using a filled
4 mm zirconia rotor. The spectra were obtained in the presence of
different 1 H decoupling schemes: Ža. CW, Žb. C12 12 with C s
Ž2p . 0 , Žc. R2412 with R s Žp . 0 , Žd. R24 22 with R s Žp . 0 , Že.
TPPM with pulses of length 6.5 ms and f s"98. All sequences
I
employed the same 1 H rf nutation frequency vnut
r2p s 78 kHz,
1
corresponding to tC s12.82 ms for C12 2 and t R s6.41 ms for
the R-sequences. All experiments employed on-resonance 1 H
irradiation, except in the case of C12 12 , where the rf reference
frequency was offset by y6 kHz.

The pulse sequence is as described in Ref. w2x, with
appropriate substitution of the decoupling pulse sequence. The decoupling field corresponds to a nutaI
tion frequency of < vnut
r2p < s 78 kHz, matching the
I
condition vnut s 6 v r as assumed in Table 1. Fig. 4a
shows the 13 C spectrum in the presence of CW
decoupling. The resolution is greatly improved by
applying a C12 12 sequence ŽFig. 4b.. This reveals the
13
13 C– C J-coupling as a splitting, especially on the
Ž
C3 methyl. peak. A very similar spectrum is obtained with the rotor-synchronized TPPM sequence
R2412 ŽFig. 4c.. The similarity between Fig. 4b and
Fig. 4c indicates that II = IS cross-terms do not
appear to be very important, at least in this case. The
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Table 1
Symmetry analysis of the rotor-synchronized TPPM sequences R2412 and R24 22 , the C12 12 sequence and CW decoupling ŽR24 02 .. All
I
I
analyses are performed for the case vnut
s 6 v r , where vnut
is the nutation frequency under the decoupling field and v r is the spinning
frequency. The TPPM sequence R2412 corresponds to repetition of the element pf py f with f s 7.58. For the TPPM sequence R24 22 , the
phase shift is f s 158. The sequence C12 12 corresponds to Ž2p . 0 Ž2p .f Ž2p . 2 f . . . with f s 308
Sequence

CW decoupling
TPPM with f s 7.58
TPPM with f s 158
Ž2p . 0 Ž2p .p r6 Ž2p .p r3 . . .

Symmetry

R24 02
R2412
R24 22
C12 12

Number of symmetry-allowed terms
Ž1.
HIS

HIIŽ1.

Ž2.
HI=IS

Ž2.
HII=IS

0
0
0
0

0
2
4
2

24
8
16
8

0
16
44
36

resolution is much poorer for the rotor-synchronized
TPPM sequence R24 22 ŽFig. 4d.. This is consistent
with the higher number of I = IS cross-terms for
R24 22 , compared to R2412 and C12 12 ŽTable 1..
This treatment is qualitative. A rigorous treatment
of heteronuclear decoupling must take into account
the form and magnitude of the symmetry-allowed
terms, as well as their number. It may also be
necessary to go to higher orders of the Magnus
expansion. The selection rules Ž2. and Ž7. may be
extended for this purpose, according to the results of
Ref. w2x.
There may be other ways of employing these
selection rules to construct sequences with good
heteronuclear decoupling properties. For example,
the rotor-synchronized TPPM sequence R26 23 does
not accomplish II recoupling but eliminates all II = IS
cross-terms, at the same time as reducing the number
of I = IS cross-terms to 8.
Practical implementations of TPPM often differ
from the sequences described above in two respects:
Ži. usually, no care is taken to synchronize the rf
pulse sequence with the sample rotation; Žii. the
optimum flip angle for TPPM usually differs slightly
from b s 1808. It is difficult to accommodate these
adjustments in the existing symmetry theory of R Nnn
sequences. Nevertheless, the following comments
may be made: Ži. although the existing theory is
strictly invalid if the synchronization conditions are
not met, the conclusions of the theory may still hold
approximately for non-synchronized sequences. This
is supported by the empirical observation that synchronization does not have a dramatic effect on the
decoupling performance of TPPM, R Nnn and C Nnn
sequences; Žii. deliberate misadjustments of pulse

flip angles often have a beneficial effect on the
heteronuclear decoupling efficiency. The effect is to
induce additional rotation of the spin states which
may average out some residual symmetry-allowed
interactions. This was demonstrated explicitly for the
C12 12 sequence in one case w2x. Clearly, more detailed work is necessary to evaluate the importance
of non-synchronization and pulse missetting.
Fig. 4e shows that free optimization of the pulse
duration and phase shift parameters for TPPM, without regard for maintaining R Nnn symmetry, does not
significantly improve the decoupling performance, at
least in this case. This supports the hypothesis that
the performance of TPPM sequences may be understood quite well within the R Nnn symmetry framework.

6. Other applications
The R Nnn symmetries are powerful and permit the
design of a wide range of rotor-synchronized pulse
sequences with different properties. In particular, the
participation of the spin rank l in theorems Ž6. and
Ž7. allows a clear distinction of chemical shift anisotropy Ž l s 1. from homonuclear dipole–dipole interactions Ž l s 2.. This is not always possible in the
framework of C Nnn symmetry, which only involves
the quantum numbers m and m.
The symmetries listed below are the results of a
preliminary first-order analysis employing Eq. Ž6..
Optimal solutions may be generated by studying the
number of higher order terms using Eq. Ž7., and
employing a detailed consideration of the properties
of the element R.
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6.1. Selection of J-couplings
Selective magnetization transfer through J-couplings Ž l s 0, l s 0., suppressing chemical shift anisotropy Ž l s 2, l s 1., isotropic chemical shifts Ž l s
0, l s 1. and homonuclear dipole–dipole couplings
Ž l s 2, l s 2., may be achieved using R6 10 and R810
symmetries, as described by Baldus et al. w29x. These
sequences are useful for assigning complex solid-state
NMR spectra. The theorems given here allow the
design of sequences which combine the properties
listed above with rf inhomogeneity compensation.
These include R12 32 , R14 53 and R12 54 . In total, 59
inequivalent symmetries have been found with N (
20 and n ( 5. Some of these new symmetries may
permit operation at high spinning frequencies. There
are no C Nnn symmetries with all of the required
properties.
6.2. Selection of isotropic chemical shifts
Isotropic chemical shifts Ž l s 0, l s 1. may be
selected, while suppressing all chemical shift anisotropy, homonuclear dipole–dipole coupling and rf
inhomogeneity terms, by using a range of symmetries including R6 13 , R6 23 , R8 43 . These sequences are
likely to be useful for measuring isotropic chemical
shifts in strongly-coupled homonuclear systems. In
total, 27 inequivalent R Nnn symmetries have been
found with N ( 20 and n ( 5. There are also 20
suitable C Nnn symmetries in the range N ( 10 and
n ( 5, including C6 13, C6 23 , C8 43 . The symmetry C310
Žwhich does not have intrinsic rf error compensation.
was already pointed out by Demco et al. w30x.
6.3. Single quantum homonuclear recoupling
In spin counting experiments w19,31,32x, it may be
desirable to construct an average Hamiltonian of the
form:
H Ž1. s

jk
y v jk) T21jk . ,
Ý Ž v jk T2y1

Ž 13 .
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w31x. Engineering of this term, with first-order suppression of isotropic chemical shifts, chemical shift
anisotropies and rf inhomogeneity terms, may be
achieved by using the symmetries R10 12 , R14 42 , R10 34 ,
R1448. In total, 18 inequivalent R Nnn symmetries with
suitable properties have been found in the range
N ( 20 and n ( 5. There are no C Nnn symmetries
with suitable properties.
6.4. Orientationally-encoded homonuclear recoupling
Internuclear distances in multiple spin systems
may be estimated by using recoupling sequences
with a complicated dependence on the molecular
orientation w33x. The coherencies created by such
sequences carry a characteristic orientation-dependence which causes distance-dependent modulations
in certain two-dimensional experiments. However,
the sequences proposed so far have been sensitive to
chemical shifts. It is possible to exploit R Nnn symmetries to engineer orientation-dependent dipolar recoupling, at the same time as first-order suppression of
isotropic and anisotropic chemical shift terms as well
as suppression of rf inhomogeneity terms. Some
examples are R811 , R6 22 , R8 33 , R6 42 . A total of 27
suitable symmetries has been found with N ( 20 and
n ( 5. There are no C Nnn symmetries with suitable
properties.
6.5. Zero-quantum dipolar recoupling
An average Hamiltonian proportional to T20jk may
be engineered in magic-angle spinning NMR by
using the symmetry R441 . This is the only solution in
the range N ( 20 and n ( 5 which combines T20jk
selection with first-order removal of rf inhomogeneity and chemical shift terms. Sequences with R441
symmetry provide an alternative to the RIL pulse
sequence w29x and should be functional at high spinning frequencies.

j-k
jk
where T21jk and T2y1
are second rank single-quantum
spin operators for the dipolar coupling between spins
j and k. The magnitude < v jk < is independent of the
Euler angle g MR . The use of single-quantum spin
operators allows spins to be counted in steps of one

6.6. Simultaneous double-quantum and CSA recoupling
Recoupling of dipolar interactions and CSA terms
at the same time allows one to determine the relative
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orientation of spin interaction tensors w34x. R Nnn
symmetries allow simultaneous recoupling to be
achieved while compensating the pulse sequence for
isotropic chemical shifts and rf amplitude missets. A
particularly desirable form for the recoupled average
Hamiltonian is
j
H Ž1. s Ý Ž v j T1y1
y v j) T11j .
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where the magnitudes < v j < and < v jk < and the relative
phases of v j and v jk are independent of the Euler
angle g MR . Some symmetries of this type are R813,
R10 12 , R813 , R18 54 . A total of 25 suitable R Nnn symmetries has been found in the range N ( 20 and
n ( 5. There are no suitable C Nnn symmetries.
6.7. Heteronuclear applications
There are also numerous possibilities involving
multiple-channel rf irradiation, which will be explored in future publications.

7. Conclusions
We have described a new set of symmetry theorems which provide a flexible framework for the
construction of rotor-synchronized rf pulse sequences with a wide range of properties. We have
applied these theorems to the design of homonuclear
and heteronuclear dipolar recoupling sequences and
shown how the new symmetry theorems provide
insight into the mechanism of TPPM decoupling. In
addition, new symmetries have been proposed for
many other recoupling and decoupling problems in
solid-state NMR.
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